ABSTRACT Understanding how careers evolve is very important for us, so we can make better professional decisions; for companies, so they can better plan their internal organization career progressions; and also for the governments, so they can better plan their labour market and economic policies. In this paper, we model a career progression as a graph, called MCar, in which nodes represent occupations and edges correspond to the flow of professionals among occupations. Based on MCar, we introduce some key concepts to investigate career evolution, namely, career boundary, occupational poles, and occupational islands. Finally, we propose the use of community detection techniques on a real database with millions of professional backgrounds to objectively identify career boundaries in Brazil and to study the topologies of the resultant graph. The results obtained provide a quantitative basis for career models, showing, for instance, the presence of hubs suggesting that less regular careers are common.
I. INTRODUCTION
Each professional path is fairly particular. While some follow well defined paths, such as many CEOs who started as trainees, others struggle with unlikely sequences of occupations. Also, career models have been modified and theories, such as those of Protean Careers and Boundaryless Career, advocate a detachment from common careers in favor of those more focused on the individual [1] . A protean career places the person, not the organization, as the protagonist of the professional's path, where his/her values are used in the decision of the next steps, and success is subjective and measured by personal satisfaction [2] . The boundaryless career, by contrast, happens when the path becomes independent of the organizations or hierarchies. These careers are described by a transit in multiple companies or changes in the individual's field, such as an industrial electrician that begins to work as a web designer [3] .
Independently of the type of career, the movement of a person between professional occupations is not simple. The individual's background, the attractiveness of the new occupation and the very knowledge that a transition is possible make it easier or more difficult for professionals to move between occupations. When this transition is perceived as a barrier by a sufficient number of people, a career boundary emerges [4] . These boundaries limit a group of occupations in which an individual is more likely to remain during his or her professional career, referred to here as occupational island.
This paper uses the concept of career boundary [4] , a real database with millions of professional Brazilian experiences [5] and Network Science techniques to identify communities in networks [6] , [7] , to find occupational islands in the Brazilian job market, and to discuss and understand its structure.
This study reveals where the islands' boundaries are, their compositions, and presents insights on their structures. The results obtained can be used to refine career theories, as a natural classification for occupations based on the professional movement, or as a career planning framework.
Another important contribution of this paper is to make the concept of ''career boundaries'' concrete by applying Networks Science techniques to reveal the structure of the professional movement in Brazil. From this, we explore the concept of occupational island from career boundaries as groups that isolate themselves from others, where interisland movements are rare in comparison with intra-island movements.
By exploring this concept, we characterize the topology of the occupational islands and propose the identification of occupational poles as occupations that play a crucial role in the structure. The topology found in most islands tends to the star shape, suggesting that actions on the poles affect the island as a whole. The presence of a giant island in the results provides support for the Boundaryless Career model, whilst at the same time it indicates that it does not cover all business segments.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes concepts about career, career boundary, occupational islands, occupational poles and other relevant associated concepts together with related works, while Section III describes the database used in the research. Sections IV and V describe the algorithms used to identify communities and the measure used to characterize the topology. Finally, Section VI discusses results obtained and provide avenues for future investigations.
II. CAREERS AND RELATED CONCEPTS
For Arthuret al. [8] , a career is ''an evolving sequence of a person's work experience over time''. Despite the discussions about the changes in the career models, moving from a linear model centered on the organization to an individual-centered model, the definitions of career are often associated with the professional progression of the individual [1] , [9] , [10] .
For the purpose of this work, a career is defined as the sequence of occupations that an individual goes through in his professional life. It is similar to the definition of Arthur, Hall and Lawrence, however, it limits its scope and makes it more concrete. This allows for a less subjective analysis, since professional occupations can be drawn from curricula vitae and analyzed quantitatively. However, it becomes more limited since this definition excludes psychological or social aspects.
This research uses the concept of career boundaries described by Gunz textitet al. [4] to give meaning to the work. The career boundary means that a shift between occupations cannot always be carried out freely. For example, a person needs a specific background before being able to move from "Gardening Assistant" to "Medical Doctor"; on the other hand, the barrier for the same person to work as a "Gardener" is limited to experience. The barriers are not symmetric, however, as during an economic crisis it is simpler for an "Engineer" to become a "Real Estate Broker" than the opposite.
The barriers are not only limited to background knowledge, any difficulty in the shift can create boundaries. For example, someone living in a large urban center would hardly work as a ''farmer'' without moving to the countryside. A "Chief Financial Officer" would need to adjust his standard of living before a transition to an occupation with a more modest income. A profession that is disappearing, such as "Paper Boy", has higher barriers than one that is emerging, such as "User Experience Analyst".
One of the main points of this work relies in the argument of Gunz, Peiperl and Tzabbar about how a subjective boundary becomes objective. In their argument the career boundaries are subjective and personal, where each one knows what transitions can be made in their own career. However, they become objective when a sufficient number of people have the same understanding about these transitions, to the point of being noticeable on a macroscopic level. Therefore, career boundaries are defined objectively when a sufficient number of people reach a consensus about what are the unusual transitions [4] .
Based on this assumption, the identification of common and uncommon paths is a necessary and sufficient condition for tracking the boundaries between careers. Necessary, as there are no boundaries objectively defined without the consensus. Sufficient, since the very definition of a boundary is dependent on the identification of what "unusual" transitions are. These boundaries isolate some occupations from others, creating a cohesive group by detaching them from the other groups and not by any intrinsic characteristic. That is, the boundary defines the group, and not the other way around [4] , [11] .
In the present paper these clusters of occupations are called occupational islands, reflecting the easiness of movement within its boundaries and the detachment from the other groups.
As will be seen further, we model the transitions from occupation to occupation as a graph. In this type of representation, another central concept introduced for the development of the research is that of occupational poles, that is, occupations within an island through which the greatest flow of professionals passes. Given the star-shaped topology found in the islands, it is expected that disturbances in these nodes, such as increase or decrease in the flow of professionals, affect the network as a whole and their eliminations will cause the island to crumble. That is, the occupational poles are the main responsible for keeping the island cohesive.
It is important to note that not all occupations presented in this research have an equivalent in English since it is based on the Brazilian labor market. Thus, the most equivalent was used, such as Junior Administrative Assistant and Administrative Assistant for the Brazilian occupations "Auxiliar Administrativo" and "Assistente Administrativo".
Other professions are common in Brazil, but unusual in other countries. For instance, deliveries are usually made by motorcycles, giving rise to the Motoboy profession, which describes this kind of deliveryman. A complete description of these differences and equivalences is beyond this paper, but appropriate notes are given when necessary.
Finally, there is a profusion of professions named "analyst" in Brazil. This is how the typical office worker is called. For example, the Recruiting and Selection Analyst is roughly equivalent to the Recruiter, but this term alone is rarely used as a job title in the country. Professions of this type were translated to resemble more their original names, as they have several close variations.
Related works were found, but none build a network with the occupations as we propose bellow, the most similar being a commercial product. Other related works are concerned with job recommendation and uses graphs as complementary tool.
The Brazilian company Catho built a similar network as a product called Career Trail ("Trilha de Carreira"), but no study was found using it [12] .
Xu et al. [13] proposed a recommendation system based on the similarity of the career between professionals, but without building a network with it. Shalaby et al. [14] and Lu et al. [15] build a graph of jobs based not on the professional movement, but on content and user interaction with the site.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work was made focused on the characteristics of the professional movement using graphs.
III. THE MAP OF CAREERS
The Map of Careers 1 [5] is a graph that summarizes the transitions of professionals between occupations in the Brazilian job market. In this graph, each node represents an occupation and the edges represent the number of professionals who moved among them, i.e., in their careers they left the previous occupation and started working in a new one.
It is possible to see part of the VAGAS Map of Careers (MCar) in Figure 1 with the occupations related to "media". In this subgraph it is possible to observe that 16 people went from "media-supervisor" to "mediamanager" in their professional path. Occupations in the MCar are defined from consensus in the curricula. Since the occupation title is a field in which the user types freely, it was assumed that if a "sufficiently large" group of people agree on a certain name, it represents an occupation objectively. This approach is presented in an implicit way in [11] , whereas [4] use them to define career boundaries. 1 In the original: "Mapa de Carreiras"
One of the major difficulties in establishing an occupation through consensus is to define how much is "sufficiently large" to be considered as such. For the purposes of this work, this number was obtained experimentally and empirically. For that, the minimum number of repetitions in the spelling of occupations was pursued so that no recurring typos were found, i.e., from the occupations created by consensus, none were a mere result of error. This number was defined in 30 repetitions of the same spelling in the title of the occupation.
To create the MCar, the anonymized curriculum of 10 million registered users in the website vagas.com.br were used. The selection of data, as well as the processing of information, followed a conservative procedure. This means that the decisions taken in its construction try to minimize errors due to poor data quality, even if that means to work with a smaller number of them. Using the example in Figure 1 , this means that more than 16 people in the database made the transition from "media-supervisor" to "media-manager", however, these 16 are free of errors.
From the résumés, only those updated in the period between 2011 and 2016 were used. Duplicated curricula were removed using the CPF 2 as an identifier; in case of duplicity, only the most recent résumé was considered. When it was impossible to check the duplicity, for example, in the absence of the CPF, the curriculum was discarded.
Finally, some general information have been extracted from the curricula and the remaining data was discarded, including any possible identification of the person described in the curriculum, guaranteeing the anonymity of the process.
The information extracted are the gender, the last salary, undergraduation area (if present) or education, and the sequence of occupations by which the professional passed with his title, description and period in which he worked in the occupation. From all that information, this research uses only the sequence of occupations.
The occupation title is one of the main artifacts of MCar, for it provides the node identity. As described above, the occupation title is an open text field in the curriculum, i.e., the user can type the title without constraints. If, on one hand, this allows the identification of niche occupations, whether new or using area jargon, on the other hand, it means that titles have spelling mistakes, variations in gender (Portuguese has gender variations for almost every noun), composition of multiple occupations in the same title (such as ''cashier/clerk''), abbreviations and the whole range of possible misinterpretations.
The occupations go through a spell-checker specifically created for this research, since a traditional spell-checker is not able to identify area jargons such as "enfermeiranda" (graduate in nursing), "rigger" (the one who guides a crane from below) or "IRLA 3 " (the one who Installs and Repairs Aerial Lines).
As an example, the spell-checker has about 750 variations that are translated to the term "auxiliar" (helper or assistant), among them, simple letter omissions as "uxiliar", until more elaborated variations such as "ausciliar" and "alsilia".
After the orthographic correction, the titles were grouped and counted. Specialists from the company verified the largest groups to identify anomalies, such as occupations with titles like a simple "yes", "no" or "the same". Such occupations were excluded.
From this point on the research differs from MCar, using the same data, but processing them differently. Whereas the latter uses links between two occupations, the first uses trigrams, i.e., sequences of three occupations. Thus, the algorithm can identify occupations that belong to multiple communities. The details are explained further in this section.
In the MCar, the occupation sequence was used to generate pairs. For example, a curriculum with the sequence of occupations "saladeiro" → "chapeiro" → "cozinheiro" (responsible for salad → responsible for grill → cook) generates the pairs "saladeiro" → "chapeiro" and "chapeiro" → "cozinheiro." The pairs were grouped and their counting becomes the weight of each link in the network.
Finally, the repeated sequence of occupations established the links and the final graph was built and stored in a graph database. An online system 4 provides the information publicly. Despite being free of charge for consulting, the VAGAS Map or Careers data are not free for use. The company kindly allowed the researcher to use its data for this work.
For this research, occupational trigrams are used instead of simple links. For example, a professional background with four occupations like "saladeiro" → "chapeiro" → "cozinheiro" → "chef" (responsible for salad → responsible for grill → cook → chef) generates two trigrams: "saladeiro" → "chapeiro" → "cozinheiro" and "chapeiro" → "cozinheiro"
Professional background with only two occupations (bigrams) are also used. If possible, trigrams are used, but it resorts to the bigrams if there is not enough information available. Professional backgrounds with only one occupation are discarded. Trigrams and bigrams with less than 5 occurrences are also discarded. After this cleaning, the network was analyzed in terms of number of components. The results in Table 1 show several components with only one node, a few with two or three nodes and one giant component. The smaller components 4 Available at http://www.vagas.com.br/mapa-de-carreiras were discarded and only the occupations present in the giant component were used.
Components with only one node are sequences of occupations that repeat themselves but have no connection with other occupations, for example "piping-engineer" → "pipingengineer".
The final network has 7,267 occupations and 145,115 edges, of which 68,771 are bigrams and 76,344 are trigrams. To characterize the graph in Section VI, it was converted into a memoryless network, effectively unifying trigrams and bigrams in directed and weighted links. The transformed graph has the same 7,267 occupations with 73,064 links.
IV. COMMUNITY DETECTION ON NETWORKS
A community is a subgraph with more cohesive connections between their nodes than with nodes from the rest of the graph. The word "cohesion" here can be interpreted in many ways. For Ahn et al. [16] , or Evans and Lambiotte [17] , a community is defined when the number of edges in the subgraph is greater than the number of edges that connect it to the rest of the graph. For Barabási and Pósfai [18] , or Newman and Girvan [19] , a community must have a higher-than-expected density of edges in an equivalent random network. For these authors, the number of edges is the determining factor for the detection of a community.
Rosvall et al. [6] , or van Dongen [20] , propose to detect communities by the most frequent flows in the network. Assuming that a link represents a flow, communities have greater flow between their nodes than with others outside the community.
These different approaches apply to different scenarios. The link density is most appropriate in networks where the structure is important, for example, in a social network. Whereas in networks that represent flows, such as circuits or transport networks, the second approach is more attractive [6] .
For this research, the community detection by flow is suited by design. As discussed in Section II, the career boundaries are defined by the consensus of professional movements: less frequent transitions define these boundaries. This frequency is related to the flow between close nodes: ten transitions to an occupation such as "Administrative Assistant", which has tens of thousands of professionals flowing through it, do not have the same importance as the one for "Media Assistant" (Figure 1 ), in which those ten represent more than 10% of the movement in the community.
The Infomap algorithm (detailed in Section IV-A) uses random walkers to detect communities. The paths with more flow are considered to be part of the same community; on the other hand, rarely used paths define the boundaries between one community and another, in an equivalent way to the concept of career boundaries by Gunz et al. [4] . Therefore, by analogy, community detection by the Infomap algorithm identifies career boundaries in a network where links represent the flow of professionals between occupations, as it is the case for the MCar.
In this research, the communities are called occupational islands.
A. THE INFOMAP ALGORITHM
According to Grünwald [21] , any regularities in a dataset can be used to compress it, i.e., to describe it using a lower number of symbols. The greater the regularity, the greater the compression. Thus, among several possible representations of the data, the one that presents the greatest compression is also the one that best identifies patterns in the data. This relationship is the object of study of the Minimum Description Length discipline [21] .
The Infomap algorithm takes advantage of this duality between pattern detection and data compression to identify flow patterns in networks [6] . To understand the algorithm, it is necessary to understand how a random path in a network is represented and how the Minimum Description Length uses it for community detection. In order to do it, the path a random walker makes in a network through the sequence of nodes is described by the nodes it passes through. For example, assuming a network with the A, B, and C as node names, a possible path could be described as ABACBA. Figure 2a shows a regular graph, where all nodes have three neighbors. In this type of network, an ergodic (infinite path) random walker runs through all links the same number of times. Figure 2b shows a random path going through 800 nodes.
Although it is a regular network, where each node has three connections, its topology causes the random walker to be "stuck" in the groups formed by the nodes ABCD, EFGH , and IJKL, rarely escaping from one to another, where it "stucks" until it escapes again. These groups are highlighted in Figure 3a . The path covered by the walker is shown in Figure 3b , this time it highlights the groups the walker passes by. The colors in both figures make its behavior easier to observe.
If each node is represented by a sequence of bits, we can measure how much information is needed to represent the path made by the random walker. Using variable-length encoding the most frequent nodes will be represented by smaller codes, which leads to a more compressed encoding to represent a path than the one that uses fixed size codes.
The codes used by each group are called codebooks, and the codes that indicate which codebook will be used are in an index codebook. There are three of them in Figure 4b , one for each group, containing the nodes "00", "01", "10", "110" and the exit code "111". The index codebook has the codes: "0", "10" and "11".
Therefore, without the use of codebooks, the path that starts at the lowest node below the graph of Figure 4a and ends at the node on the upper left corner is described by the binary sequence "000 1110 1011 1111 1101" using 19 bits. The same path using the codebooks of Figure 4b ] is "0 01 110 111 11 00 01 10" and has 17 bits (the numbers in bold indicate entry in a group and the number in italics indicates exit from the group).
In this short path, both encodings have similar sizes, however, in an infinitely long (ergodic) path, the use of multiple codebooks can produce a more compact code than the use of a single codebook. As an example, the path of Figure 2b using the encoding with a single codebook from Figure 4a has 2,880 bits versus 1,776 bits using the three codebooks from Figure 4b . The partitioning of the network into groups where random paths are represented in the most compact way possible should represent the best partitioning in relation to the flow.
The "Map Equation" [6] allows the identification of the smallest possible encodings for a given network partitioning without the need of employing real random walkers. With it the community detection using flow as a cohesion criteria is transformed in an optimization problem.
The Map Equation is
where L(·) is the smallest possible encoding size to represent a certain partitioning; M is the partitioning of nodes in i ∈ M communities; q is the probability of a random walker to leave any community and to pass to the index codebook. H (Q) (upper case eta) is the average number of bits used to represent the index codebook according to the probability distribution Q; and H (P i ) is also the average number of bits, but for those used in the community i according to the distribution P i ; finally p i is the probability of a walker be in the community i. H (p) is the equation that describes the information entropy according to a certain probability distribution p [22] . It refers to the average bits necessary, by symbol, to represent the information generated by a stochastic process and is expressed by
In this equation, p α is the stationary probability of the network, i.e., in an infinite path it is the fraction of time the walker would be in α [6] .
In order to calculate p α , we start with the linear stochastic matrix W from the directed and weighted adjacency matrix A. In a linear stochastic matrix, the sum of the input weights of the node (row) is normalized to sum 1. Each element w αβ of this matrix represents the probability of a random walker in α arrives at the β node. When transported to the reality of MCar, this is the probability of someone in the α occupation make the transition to the β occupation.
Given n as the number of nodes in the network, w αβ is defined as The first clause of the Equation 2 ensures that stochastic matrix has rows summing 1 when the node does not have out-links. For the purposes of the random walker, this means that it teleports to any node of the network when it is in a node without a way out. Otherwise, the nodes with no out-links would accumulate the total probability of the network [23] .
The stationary probability p α is calculated by the equation system
where τ is the probability of the walker to be teleported to a random node. The first clause of the Equation 2 and the presence of τ turns the random walker into a random surfer. This artifice was used by [23] in the creation of the PageRank algorithm and it provides the basis of the Map Equation.
The teleportation feature ensures the ergodicity of the path and, according to the Perron-Frobenius theorem, it makes the stationary probability be defined [6] .
From p α , it is possible to expand the Map Equation.
Be q i the probability of leaving the community i and q the probability of leaving any community, the value of q is the rate of use of the index codebook, since the exit of a community implies in its use to indicate the next community. Finally, be n the number of nodes of the network and n i the number of nodes belonging to the community i, the Equation 1 is expanded to
B. MEMORY NETWORKS
In the MCar modeling, a "Systems Analyst" and an "Architect" have similar chances of becoming "Project Coordinator". However, despite being given the same name, the competences of a Coordinator in Software and Project Architecture are quite different. In fact, this is an occupation that should appear in different occupational islands, since the movement between these two areas is relatively rare compared to the movement within them. The pattern expected in this case is that professionals from each island go to "Project Coordinator" and return to their own islands instead of crossing the career boundary. In order to identify this pattern, we need to consider not just the immediate prior job but also the following one.
In the MCar, the previous occupations of the professionals do not influence their next step, just their current occupation. However, as exemplified in the case above, the "memory loss" of the previous occupation compromises the community detection.
Actually, the MCar models the flow of professionals as a First Order Markov Chain. Considering previous occupations changes the network flow into a Higher-Order Markov Chain or "Memory Network" [7] . The simple network of Figure 5a makes the connections between AS and CP act as bidirectional; the directed VOLUME 6, 2018 network of Figure 5b unifies the probabilities of a random walker walking between CP and GP, ignoring where it was previously. The flows with two levels of memory (Second Order Markovian Process) can be observed in Figure 5c .
The Map Equation can be adapted to work with Memory Networks by transforming them into a multi-layer network in a representation called "Multi-Layer Memory Network" [7] . A multi-layer network is used to represent networks in complex systems where there are different contexts of relationship [24] . For example, on a social network where people participate in many events, each layer can represent an event, while relationships may represent the interaction between them in each event. The same network using layers to represent two memory levels is shown in Figure 6b , where each layer represents the previous node of the link and each image of the node in the layer is called state-node. The projection of the layers back to a single layer network is presented in Figure 6c , the annotations at each node indicate the layer of that state-node.
The example in Figure 6 shows the network formed by the occupations Architect, Systems Analyst, Project Coordinator, Project Manager, and their representations in layers. From this representation it is possible to design a single layer network (a common network), creating a state-node for each node in each layer. By ignoring state-nodes that do not have connections, this projection creates a statenode for each incoming connection, as can be observed in Figure 6c .
Since the stationary probability is calculated through the outgoing connections, the state-node that has out-links to the same nodes can be unified without loss of information for community detection. In the example of Figure 6c , the nodes CP AS e CP AQ can be joined in one single node. This simplification is called Sparse Memory Network [7] .
Thus, the application of the Map Equation (Equation 1 ) remains the same, as long as the state-nodes in the same community share the same code. For this, the stationary probability p α i of the α node in the community i becomes the sum of the probabilities of the state-nodes α s of α that are in the same community i on any S layer,
Replacing the stationary probability into the Equation 4 , H (P i ) becomes
V. ASSORTATIVITY
Assortativity is a measure of how similar nodes are connected to each other [25] . Any attribute of the nodes can be used as a measure of assortativity, for example if people are represented by nodes and the friendships are represented by links, measuring the assortativity would say if people prefer friendships with others of similar age (positive assortativity) or prefer friendships with people much older or younger (negative assortativity or disassortativity). The degree assortativity is of special interest in network analysis, as it allows us to characterize its topology. Negative assortativity networks refer to the topology of hub and spikes, where very high-degree nodes (hubs) connect to many low degree nodes [18] . Figure 8 shows an example of a network in which this topology predominates.
The smaller the assortativity, the more the network approaches the topology of a star, where all high-degree nodes only connect to nodes of very low degree. As an example, the occupational island related to Speech Therapy in Figure 8a , with assortativity −0.99, has all nodes connected to a central hub with no connection between peripheral occupations. The island related to "Media Coordinator" in Figure 8b , with assortativity 0.18, has a slightly more distributed structure and the degree of nodes is similar, except by "Media Coordinator".
The degree assortativity on a directed network can be characterized by the Pearson correlation coefficient of degrees [18] . Let k ← i and k → i be, respectively, the input and output degrees of the i − th node, E be the set of network connections, e = (m, n) | and ∈ E the connections of E, respectively, and e be the vertex from m to n, the remaining degrees are defined by δ ← e and δ → e of link e as δ
The remaining degree is the node degree, except the current link (Figure 9 ). Pearson's r degree correlation is then defined by
VI. MCAR ANALYSIS BY COMPRESSION OF FLOW IN GRAPHS
This section presents the results of applying the techniques described in previously to identify relevant patterns in the MCar, especially in the identification of the occupational islands and in the description of their characteristics. The data used here are briefly summarized in Section VI-A, while the degree distribution, the connectivity of the MCar, and its relation to career models are described in Section VI-B. The identification of Career Boundaries and their characterization are presented in Section VI-C.
A. DATA DESCRIPTION
The data used for this work are from the MCar version of February 2017. After cleaning, the resulting graph has 7,267 nodes and 145,115 paths, 68,771 of them are bigrams and 76,344 are trigrams. The transformation of the bigrams and trigrams into links results in 73,064 links, used to characterize the network in terms of degree and connectivity.
B. DEGREE DISTRIBUTION, EGO-GRAPHS AND CAREER MODELS
The occupational network has the degree distribution shown in the Pareto chart of Figure 10a . It has a large concentration of links in a few nodes, forming hubs. The 25% nodes with higher degree account for 85.86% of links.
As it is a directed network, a certain care in the analysis is necessary, since the degree of the nodes does not correspond directly to the number of nodes connected. Assuming that each node can have one or two links with the same neighbor node, the degree k i varies in relation to the number of neighbors between k i = v i (one link per neighbor) and k i = 2v i (each neighbor has an input and output link with k), where v is the number of nodes connected to the i node by an input or output link.
The contribution of each node to the network connectivity can be observed using ego-graphs. An ego-graph is a subgraph formed by a node, all its neighbors and the links between them [26] . As the number of connections in a directed network does not necessarily represent the number of nodes connected, the use of the ego-graph allows us to identify hubs that have greater connectivity but not necessarily the largest number of links. Considering the central node and its neighbors allows us to measure how much the subgraphs overlap without adjustments for the central node.
In the Pareto chart of Figure 10b occupations are ordered by the size of the ego-graph. Exactly 25% of the largest ego-graphs are sufficient to connect 98.31% of the network. The node with highest degree, Administrative Assistant, has an ego-graph with 3,369 of 7,267 occupations in the network, which means 46.36% of them has professionals leaving or entering this occupation. Table 2 contains the 5 largest ego-graphs of the MCar. Due to the presence of high degree hubs it is expected that the larger ego-graphs will share a large number of nodes.
This characteristic reinforces concepts about professional movements such as the Boundaryless Career and the Protean Career, indicating that a great number of professionals move and adapt to different occupations. However, there is a rapid decline in the number of connections and ego-graph size, suggesting that these concepts do not apply to all occupations equally and that a small number of them work as "bridges" for professional movements. If this characteristic is present because the occupations are more generic, being typical of the beginning of the career, or if it happens due to a market effect is something to be investigated in future works.
The "Friendship Paradox" [18] seems to apply to people moving between occupations. The paradox is given as "in average, my friends are more popular than I", transported to the context of this work it would be enunciated as "in average, the other jobs I could perform have more options to move than mine". This paradox has a simple explanation, as seen in Figure 10b : any node has a great chance of being connected to one or more hubs which, on average, causes neighboring occupations to have more links than its own. Figure 10b illustrates the difference between the degree and the connectivity of the network that is important from the point of view of this research. While the degree correctly identifies the hubs, the Pareto chart of the ego-graphs shows that the network is more connected than its number of links. Comparing the two charts, we can see that while the degree distribution and the ego-graph size are similar, the accumulated one grows more smoothly than the second one, indicating that hubs have proportionally more unidirectional links, that is, fewer links connect more nodes.
Two things should be considered here: this characteristic may be a side effect of the artificial cut of 5 connections and a similar analysis could be obtained by modeling it as a nondirected network and by analyzing its degree distribution.
In Figure 10b they are ordered by the size of the ego-graph. The right axes, in a logarithmic scale, are associated with the full lines and represent, respectively, the node degree and the ego-graph size. The left axes are associated with dashed lines; in Figure 10a it represents the sum of all degrees in percentage and its contribution for this summation; in Figure 10b it represents the number of occupations that the ego-graphs connect on the left.
Looking at Figure 10 one can see that about 1/5 of occupations have only one link (1,547 of them, 21.29%), but little more than 1/3 (2,682 of them, 36.91%) has an ego-graph of size 2. The difference between both is due to ego-graphs with multiple links, both self-referential and inbound/outbound with their neighbor.
This indicates that most occupations (1/3) are in the "border" of the network, connected to it by only one neighbor. If the hubs reinforce the concepts of Protean and Boundaryless Careers, the number of occupations in the edge of the network indicates otherwise. The presence of both characteristics suggests that the theories mentioned do not apply to all occupations. Although this research can indicate which occupations seem to fit better in these theories it is unable to answer what the alternatives are and why they happen.
C. IDENTIFYING CAREER BOUNDARIES
In our experiments, the Infomap algorithm was used to find the most cohesive partitioning of the MCar in relation to the flow. As discussed in Sections II and IV-A, this partitioning is the very definition of career boundaries. For this algorithm, the greater the compression of the path information of the random walker, the better the network partitioning [6] .
The MCar was tested in two variations of the algorithm:
• Simple: it consists of detecting communities in which each node belongs to a single community.
• Overlapping: allows nodes to be in more than one community. The variation with greater compression reveals the better partitioning [7] , [27] , [28] . If the overlapping variation has better compression than the others, it is assumed that their communities intrinsically share nodes.
The compression results for each variation are shown in Table 3 . There is gain in the information compression when the overlap of communities is allowed, revealing that the movement of the professionals is better characterized when the islands share occupations.
In spite of using the expression "shared occupations", the most correct interpretation is that the islands have their own versions of the occupations. Viamontes Esquivel and Rosvall [27] provide an intuitive example of the meaning of this "sharing" using European and North American airports. Transposed to the reality of MCar, an occupation that belongs to more than one community means that the professionals who moves through it, for the most part, return to their home groups instead of migrating to others. Otherwise, these connected groups would be merged into a single community by the algorithm or the occupation would be in the community with highest flow.
There are two possible explanations to this effect. The first is that these occupations are homonyms and therefore distinct, which means that there is a boundary between them, as shown in the example of Figure 11 . The second is that these occupations are similar, but unspecified factors hinder the transition from one group to another, which also indicates a career boundary, albeit weaker.
An example of the first explanation is the occupation "Project Coordinator", which is associated with both Architecture and Software. A possible example of the second is the occupation of "Teacher" that appears in several islands, suggesting that there are specializations in this occupation that prevent a Teacher from moving between islands, which is consistent with tacit knowledge about the profession, a Maths Teacher does not easily become a History Teacher.
In any of these interpretations, occupations that participate in more than one occupational island reveal a boundary and not a bridge.
Communities, for the most part, have a topology in which a star shape predominates. That means few hubs connect almost all other nodes. This format is characterized by a negative assortativity, that is, high-degree nodes connected to low-degree nodes [18] . The assortativity of 624 islands with at least 3 occupations is shown in Figure 13 . Almost all of them have negative assortativity, reinforcing the concept of occupational poles. In Figure 14 three examples are presented illustrating the importance of occupational poles.
The island with the pole "Undergraduate Research Student" is shown in Figure 14a . The star topology is clearly observable, radiating from the occupational pole. On the other hand, the weakening of the pole should undermine the flow of people to other occupations, causing the weakening of the island as a whole.
This ad-hoc analysis gives dimension to the contribution of this work. In this case, identifying the island, the pole and the predominant flow, actions to reinforce an occupation, such as Postdoctoral Student, for example, become obvious. This superficial analysis suggests that increasing the number of Undergraduate Research Student, discouraging their movement to other occupations or encouraging the flow to the master's degree would have the desired effect. The proportion of people in each path provides a "funnel" to estimate how many people would be needed in each occupation to achieve a certain outcome.
The occupational island related to Human Resources, shown in Figure 14b On the left-hand side of Figure 14c it is possible to observe teaching and research occupations such as Instructor, Teacher and Researcher. Their presence on the island suggests that they are specialized in the environmental area, although the professionals have not left it explicit in their curricula.
The presence of occupations related to Work Safety and SEH (Safety, Environment and Health) indicates a certain sharing between this and the environment area, although it is not strong enough to join the islands. These are occupations that, despite sharing the title, seem to be executed in different contexts, so that the Occupational Safety Engineer has people who come and go from the environmental area without moving to other areas.
This characteristic is consistent with the tacit knowledge that it is easier to stay in a certain area of activity (Environment), although the profession itself is more general (Occupational Safety).
The examples above illustrate how this research can be used. It contributes strongly to the analysis made, but they need external knowledge, as the meaning of the occupations (manager is an administrative occupation) to give meaning to the results.
This research can delineate essential characteristics of professional movement, such as islands and poles, but it is insufficient on its own to explain why they occur and what exactly are their meaning in each context.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This work brings together the concepts of career boundaries of [4] , Network Science, works on flow-based community detection based on [6] and data from one of the largest Brazilian career sites [5] to contribute to the understanding of professional movements.
The professional network has hubs, suggesting that less regular careers are common, such as advocates the Boundaryless and Protean Careers models. At the same time, the presence of many small ego-graphs and tiny occupational islands suggest that there are alternatives to them.
The Map Equation [6] was applied using the software Infomap [29] to identify career boundaries, generating occupational islands, which are groups of occupations in which the movement between them is significantly more frequent than moves to other islands. The term was introduced to facilitate discussion and as an analogy to the concept suggested by Abbott [11] where the boundary defines the group, rather than the group defines the boundary. This approach uses the difference between groups to define them rather than some intrinsic characteristic.
The analysis of the islands' assortativity showed that their topology tended to the star or hub-and-spoke shape, which motivated the introduction of the term occupational pole to identify occupations that give cohesion to the island. Some emblematic examples give dimension to the two concepts introduced in this work.
We hope this research contributes to the understanding of professional transitions, however, it is necessary to recognize the limitations of this proposal and the issues that remain open. For instance, the social and psychological aspects of career boundaries have not been addressed and they are the ones who can answer questions such as "why are the boundaries where they are" and "why do islands have this topology." It is hoped that the content presented contributes quantitatively in social and psychological discussions about professional movements.
Other works may deepen the question of network dynamics by focusing on models that can predict expected effects when an occupation gains or loses attractiveness or when a flow is encouraged or strangled. This work rehearses a timid beginning in this direction by proposing the concept of occupational poles and identifying their importance in the occupational islands.
Another attractive line of research is to compare the MCar with random networks generated from characteristics similar to the real network, trying to identify which of them result in comparable observations. These characteristics indicate possible explanations for the behaviors found from a purely statistical approach [18] .
The MCar is a considerable source of information about the Brazilian labor market. Other researches on professions and careers, especially using network science techniques, such as motifs, can contribute to a better understanding of professional movements.
